Warm fibers innervating palmar and digital skin of the monkey: responses to thermal stimuli.
1. Three hundred fourteen warm fibers innervating the glabrous skin of the monkey's hand were isolated by dissection in the median and ulnar nerves in two species, Macaca mulatta and M. nemestrina. Fiber samples in the two species were functionally similar and uniform in their properties. Their mean conduction velocity of 1.2 m/s (SD 0.5; n = 50) implies that these warm fibers were all unmyelinated. 2. A parametric study of the responses of warm fibers to near-rectangular warming and cooling pulses applied to glabrous skin was completed using 104 fibers. At a steady base-line skin temperature (T-base) of 34 degrees C all these warm fibers responded to warming pulses in the intensity range 0--8 degrees C with a simple, uniform discharge, which reached a peak rate of 1.5--4.0 s after the onset of stimulation; subsequent decay in this discharge rate had a time constant of 5--12 s and was virtually independent of the intensity of the warm pulse. The intensity function was linear for most fibers when the interstimulus interval was 60 s or longer. At a T-base of 29 degrees C, warm fibers were less responsive, but the temporal profile of the response was similar to that at a T-base of 34 degrees C in the intensity range 4--8 degrees C, and the intensity function was again linear. 3. At a T-base of 39 degrees C the intensity function of each warm fiber was complex. Most fibers responded briskly to warming pulses of 2--4 degrees C: the response to more intense warming pulses, particularly when the skin temperature rose above 45 degrees C, was structured and reproducible, but varied greatly among different fibers. With some the discharge evoked was of very high frequency for a few seconds, and then ceased. More than 80% of the sample of warm fibers did not discharge at all in response to warming pulses, which raised the skin temperature to 50 degrees C or above. 4. The responsiveness of warm fibers to warming pulses was dependent on previous stimulation when the interstimulus interval was less than 60 s. This temporal suppression was precisely structured and was examined quantitatively for trains of warming pulses, each lasting 4.0 s and presented every 10 s. The pattern of suppressive interaction was similar in form to that previously reported for cold fibers innervating palmar skin. 5. A quantitative study of the receptive fields of individual warm fibers demonstrated a spatiotemporal response pattern, which is best described in terms of a focal receptor zone less than 1 mm in diameter surrounded by thermally conducting skin. The skin's thermal conductivity is paramount in determining the warm-fiber's receptive-field characteristics. 6. The responses of warm fibers to cooling pulses and to warming ramps are described.